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for more than 30 minutes. 
Both the Gun Motion Detector and the 

Stove and Grill Guard can send notifica-
tions to a 2GIG GC2 or GC3 touchpanel, 
as well as Honeywell systems.

Meanwhile, a couple of checklist items 
for sensors might be to monitor for fluc-
tuations in temperature, and to know when 
a door or window has been open. What 
makes the Multipurpose Sensor from Sam-
sung SmartThings unique is it can moni-
tor for both conditions, as well as vibration. 
Why vibration? As the spokesperson at the 
SmartThings exhibit explained, it’s a great 
way to know when a washing machine or 
dryer are unstable. As for its application to 
doors and windows, SmartThings suggests 
thinking beyond the exterior of a home. The 
Multipurpose Sensor is useful for doors on 
liquor cabinets, kitchen and bathroom cabi-
nets to protect toddlers from cleaning sup-
plies, and drawers that are off limits. 

OVER-THE-DOOR DOORCAMS
Think of your clients. Now think of your 
clients’ kids. They might be living in dorm 
rooms, apartments or sharing rent with 
friends. Drilling, cutting, and mounting 
products permanently in these types of 
dwellings is often prohibited, leaving few 
options for home security. This is precisely 
why Remo+ developed its RemoCam. This 
wireless doorcam hangs over the door much 
like an over-the-door hook rack. Its adjust-
able bracket can fit the width of most doors, 
and can be secured in place with a few screws. 

Despite the easy installation process, 
the RemoCam boasts impressive moni-
toring capabilities. Thanks to its over-the-
door design, the Wi-Fi chipset and anten-
na are housed in the back of the device, 
which is situated inside the home, rather 
than outside. This results in optimal con-

nectivity and video transmission. It has a 
160-degree field of view, sends push noti-
fications to a user’s smartphone, and deliv-
ers 720p HD video. A built-in microphone 
supports two-way video, and video footage 
can be recorded to view later. 

SMART IMPLANT
It’s still unavailable in the U.S., but could 
be just the hack you were waiting for. This 
tiny “implant” device from Fibaro con-
tains Z-Wave technology. As explained by 
a Fibaro spokesperson, connecting it to 
a piece of legacy A/V equipment enables 
Z-Wave communications. 

All that old gear your clients own can be 
added to the control platform — with this 
easy addition. Think record players, VCRs, 
CD players, and other outdated gear that 
some customers simply can’t part with. 
Stay tuned for U.S. availability.

SMART WATER VALVE 
CONTROLLERS
Based on the number of smart water valve 
controllers showcased at CEDIA Expo 
2018, intelligent plumbing could be the 
next big thing for the smart home. The 
good news is, you don’t need a plumbing 
license to install them.  

These solutions have been widely avail-
able at consumer outlets like Amazon and 
Home Depot, but as is the case with other 
types of DIY products, many consumers 
would still rather have a pro handle the 

installation and setup. It’s the reason these 
manufacturers are now developing spe-
cial programs for not only plumbers but 
also home systems professionals. They are 
also proving their commitment to the pro 
channel by though integration with popu-
lar third-party products and control sys-
tems and, of course, simply exhibiting at 
tradeshows like the CEDIA Expo. 

So why should you care about smart 
plumbing products? Sure, you’ll probably 
need to install a lot of them to make it 
worthwhile, but they’re an easy sell. More 
than 14,000 water damage claims are filed 
with insurance providers each day the 
U.S., with the cost of restoration averag-
ing $12,000. Even the tiniest of leaks in 
a water line can do serious damage. A 1/8-
inch crack in a pipe can spill 250 gallons 
of water in a day.

Most of the water valve controllers dis-
played at the CEDIA Expo can be installed 
in less than 15 minutes, providing a great 
opportunity to get in and out of a job 
quickly, and providing your customers 
with unbeatable peace of mind. 

The way by which the Flo water valve 
controller detects leaks is unique and inno-
vative. It continually monitors the water 
pressure; when that pressure changes, it 
could be a sign of trouble, like a small leak 
— even one as small as a drop of water per 
minute. Your customers would likely never 
know a leak like this existed until months 
later when they actually see the damage. 

Another perk: Flo Technologies offers 
customers a reimbursement program called 

Remo+ has a new doorcam design ideal for 
dorm rooms, apartments, rentals.

A Z-Wave “implant” from Fibaro promises to 
add Z-Wave smarts to dumb A/V equipment.

Products from LeakSmart (pictured), Flo 
Technologies, and Elexa/Guardian make 
home plumbing a part of a smart home 
ecosystem.


